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Co-creating
safe and active
communities
one building
at a time

Active Box

‘‘
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Active Boxes are
— beacons of hope —
making communities
safer and contributing
to a greater Quality
of Life. They attract
people to get
together and access
social services and
programmes.

why
an Active Box?
More than 20 years after the end of
Apartheid, South Africa continues to
struggle with a socio-spatial legacy of
exclusion. Many neighbourhoods on the
urban periphery are very unsafe, people
experience high levels of crime, poverty
and exclusion in economic, cultural, social
and institutional terms. The process of
designing, constructing and activating
an Active Box enables communities
to co-create safe and sustainable
neighbourhoods.The active involvement
of the community in the making of
Active Boxes enhances social cohesion,
citizenship and community pride.

Dangerous and unsafe space,
with limited access to
resources and services

‘‘

what is
an Active Box?

An Active Box is a
safe multifunctional
community building
located along major
pedestrian routes.
It is typically a 3
story building acting
as a landmark in a
neighbourhood.

An Active Box is an orientation landmark
for people living within a typically unsafe,
monotonous single story environment. It
is strategically placed within a public open
space, such as a square, a park or a sports
field, along a key pedestrian route. There
is a 24 hour presence in the form of a livein caretaker and a local Neighbourhood
Watch Group to improve safety. The Active
Box acts as a neighbourhood information
point from which NGOs, government and
local groups offer a variety of services.
By increasing access to opportunities,
active boxes serve as ‘beacons of hope’
within a community.
The location, function and size of an
active box is dependent on the local
needs of the community emerging from
an inclusive public participation process.
The impact of an active box is determined
by its strategic location, level of activation
and accessibility. Multiple Active Boxes
strategically located and linked by a safe
and well-lit walkways network maximise
the perception of safety and increase
overall service provision across an entire
neighbourhood.

Safe and multifunctional spaces,
providing access to
socio-economic opportunities
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Agree on a plan based on local knowledge
coupled with technical expertise.
Build the Active Box with local resources.

Co-Create a safe space for citizens with
citizens.

Manage the Active Box through local
leadership group and live-in care taker.
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Build relationships with NGO’s, future users
and Active Box activating partners in the
community

Enhance safety through the local
Neighbourhood Watch Group.

Support a representative local leadership
group to become active agents of change.

Support community and activation partners
to utilise Active Box. Examples are Youth
Café, Community Register Office, Community
Hall, or a Crèche.

Conduct baseline survey to establish the
community assets and needs.

Monitor facility usage and programmes’
attendance.

PREVENTION

‘‘

The design of Active
Boxes is directly
informed by local
knowledge and local
needs expressed by
the leadership of a
community.
The activation of
spaces through
partnerships is key
to co-create safer
neighbourhoods.

Measure community’s perception on Active
Box on quarterly basis.

COHESION
PROTECTION
EVIDENCE
VPUU STRATEGY

Review and assess progress and challenges
in regular community meetings.

ACTIVE BOX

how do we co-create
an Active Box?
Assessing the context of a neighbourhood
together with the local leadership is
the most important part of the design.
By building on local knowledge, local
activities and services, we want to enable
better quality services. As an example —
each neighbourhood has early childhood
development centres and home-based
care facilities for kids. However, standards
may not be met. Through incorporating
a toy library or ECD resource centre
in an Active Box, we enable quality
education. An active box placed along
a key pedestrian route, can change a
perceived dangerous space into a safe
multifunctional space. The presence of
activities throughout the day, are essential
in improving the percetion of safety and
ensuring safe access to resources.
Active Boxes are activated and sustained
through partnership with neighbours and
NGO’s to have a positive impact on the
neighbourhood. We call this Place Making
for the Common Good.
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what people say
about active boxes?

‘‘
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The Monwabisi Park Facility is an
information point to the community.
It makes it easier for us to access
services from City of Cape Town.
There are offices in the centre and
we have a partnership with VPUU.
A lot of community members have
benefitted through getting skills for
their food gardening and small ECD
centres, because we can come to the
centre and access the services. The
Monwabisi Park Facility was the base
for the enumeration of Monwabisi Park.
Residents come to the centre to register
and to be part of the enumeration
process. Now each household in
Monwabisi Park has a letter of
occupation.
Noludwe,
from Monwabisi Park
Informal Settlement,
M Section.

‘‘

Since the Lotus Park Neighbourhood
Centre was built, we saw changes
to a lot of people’s lives. The youth
especially. The VPUU Sport Court
helps to keep the youth out of trouble.
I like the hall in the centre, because we
can have community meetings there,
dancing and a safe space to learn. The
programmes at the centre encourage
voluntarism. This kick-started my
life because it gave me skills, and
eventually lead to me getting a full time
job. The centre also has a small ECD
where people who can’t afford to pay
for crèche can send their children. It
is safe and the children are happy. The
community is proud of the centre and
we support it.
Nolwando,
from Lotus Park
Informal Settlement.
K Section.

‘‘

The House of Learning Library is very
helpful for the community. There are
tutoring programmes there. It is useful
for children who have assignments
to do and can finish them in a safe
space. No one gets robbed in the
library as there is always security in
the library and neighbourhood watch
outside. There is also a general worker
who looks after the library. If there
are job opportunities, companies and
organisations post it on the notice
board and events get advertised there
too.
Ntombi,
from Harare,
Khayelitsha.

‘‘

It was a good idea to place the
Monwabisi Park Neighbourhood
Centre where it is. The area has a
lot of teenage mothers who have
small children. These children need
somewhere safe to go. It is a big
achievement that the Neighbourhood
Centre is in A Section because now the
children have somewhere to go where
they have food, safety and education.
Before the Neighbourhood Centre
was built the children would have to
walk across the road to Harare to go to
creche. This was very dangerous for
them because of the cars and crime.
The teenagers also practice sport on
the field at the Neighbourhood Centre.
They have something to do now, so
they don’t get caught up in drugs.
Buthelezi ‘Mr. B’,
from Makhaza,
Khayelitsha.
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where can you
experience
Active Boxes?

MEDIUM Active Box

A Medium Active Box is a building
between 200 and 500m² that can reach
up to 30 000 people from surrounding
neighbourhoods. Example: Resource
Centre in Villiersdorp and the Safe-Hub at
Nyanga Junction serving Gugulethu and
Manenberg.

VPUU has developed different types of
Active Boxes, tailor-made to meet the
needs of the community and the various
partners involved. The intensity and
continuity of community involvement and
the level of activation determine the level
of impact of an Active Box rather than its
physical size.
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LARGE Active Box

A Large Active Box is a building between
500 and 3000m² that has an impact on
a suburban node and the anchor for a
precinc. Example: House of Learning
Library and Kuyasa Regional Library in
Khayelitsha.

SMALL Active Box

A Small Active Box is a building of
approximately 200m² serving about 5 000
people. This model is particularly suitable
for investments in an informal settlement
context. Example: Neighbourhood Centres
in Lotus Park and Monwabisi Park.

Cape Peninsula
Kalk Bay

‘‘

monwabisi park facility

10 Active Boxes have
been built across
deprived communities
across the Western
Cape over the past
10 years. They
differ in impact and
size, from a 200m2
Neighbourhood Centre
to a 3 000m2
Regional Library.

luleka active box

harare square
house of learning

harare urban park

safe routes

safe public space

Muizenberg

participatory planning
Monwabisi Park Neighbourhood Centre
Monwabisi Park Container Facility
House of Learning
Harare Urban Park
Kuyasa Library
Ntlazane Road Traders Facility
Khayelitsha
Philippi
Mitchell’s Plain
Horticulture

Hout Bay

Peace Park

Delft

community partnership

Lotus Park Neighbourhood Centre
Nyanga
Safe-Hub Gugulethu/Manenberg
Gugulethu
CT
Manenberg
International
Airport
Table Mountain

live-work units

ntlazane Road Traders Facility

Langa

Cape Town
Bellville

local shops
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where can you
experience a SMALL
Active Box?
Welcome to Monwabisi Park! An informal
settlement on the periphery of Cape Town,
home to 25 000 people. 40 households
share one water tap and there are no
public service offices in the settlement.
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The Neighbourhood Centre is built around
a sports field and is the bustling Hub for
5 000 residents. An ECD resource centre,
a community hall, an open-air classroom,
offices for NGO’s, the local leadership and
the City of Cape Town, are activity spaces
for young and for all. Toilets and kitchen
facilities support the centre.

The local Neighbourhood Watch Group
ensures safety of the facility and takes
care of the food garden. Our General
Worker lives in the facility and keeps it
clean and functional. Visit the Monwabisi
Park Neighbourhood Centre to experience
an Active Box live!

‘‘

The Neighbourhood
Centre is Monwabisi
Park’s first permanent
brick and mortar
building.
This active box is a
space for community
to gather, serving
about 5 000 people in
Monwabisi Park.

do you want to
make a difference
in a vulnerable
neighbourhood?

The
community
is dreaming of a
crèche right next
the Monwabisi Park
Neighbourhood Centre.
Help us to make this
dream come true!

#getinvolved
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where can you
experience a
MEDIUM
Active Box?
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Welcome to Nyanga Junction! The Safe
Hub is located right outside the busy train
station at the intersection of Manenberg
and Gugulethu, — two areas amongst
the most violent in Cape Town. Here,
young people are at great risk, having to
resist gangsterism daily. Active Boxes
are fostering an alternative, active and
positive environment for youth, enabling
them to become agents for change!
The Safe Hub is a great example of
partnership at work – AMANDLA
Edufootball, the Western Cape
Government and VPUU came together
to co-create with the local leadership
the Safe Hub. We designed and built the
Active Box right at the busiest place in the
area – opposite the train station. The local
Neighbourhood Watch and the ground
keeper look after the centre.

Amandla Educare operates the facility.
About 1 000 youth attend weekly
activities. These structured programmes
are about more than just sports, —
encouraging young people to take their
future into their own hands. Examples
of activation are: weekly night leagues,
after- school programmes, tutoring, a
Youth Café and Parent Dialogues. In order
to provide economic opportunities and
skills development to youngsters, the next
step is to activate the shops on the ground
floor. Let’s make it happen, together!

‘‘

The Safe-Hub
Gugulethu/Manenberg
is a living example of
partnering with
Amandla Edufootball.
The 500m2 building is
attached to an astro
turf field and serves
about 1 000 children
and youth on a weekly
basis, in one of
the most violent
neighbourhood.

do you know a
neighbourhood that
needs an Active Box?

get
involved
in co-creating
Active Boxes!
Contact us at
hello@vpuu.org.za
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what makes it an
Active Box?
The making of an Active Box is informed
by local knowledge, local context
and designed according to the VPUU
Urban Design Guidelines for a safe
neighbourhood.

Surveillance and Visibility
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Active Boxes are vertical landmarks with
an elevated view point, being visible from
the distance, having good lighting and
promoting the principle of “eyes on the
street.”

Defined access and safe movement
Active Boxes are linked to well-defined
routes, convenient to enter and have a
clear signage.

‘‘

Active Boxes are
community buildings
and safety assets
for the entire
neighbourhood.
VPUU urban design
guidelines are
followed when cocreating, constructing
and activating an
Active Box.

Operation, Maintenance and
Management

Intelligent design includes the use of low
maintenance, durable and energy-efficient
materials. A comprehensive operation,
maintenance and management strategy
fosters a sense of pride and ownership.
This can be achieved through locally
generated income, co-funding donations.

Image and Aesthetics

Appealing design, use of public arts such
as mosaic and using quality materials
creates busy and creative spaces.

Inclusive Planning and Design

Positive and active edges

The creation of a positive edge to the
street and ensuring effective natural
surveillance have priority. Activation of the
buildings and public space around it are
achieved through partnership.

Inclusive planning and design ensure
public involvement throughout the
design process, during construction and
activation. Integration of diverse groups
enhances a sense of belonging, ownership
and pride and inspires social cohesion.

#getinvolved!
Our holistic participatory approach
engages the community from the very
beginning, throughout the process of
design, construction, activation and
innovative monitoring and evaluation
system.
Our work is aimed towards deepening
citizenship, pride, encouraging
partnerships and improving the overall
quality of life. We promote:
• Life Long Learning
• Building community social capital
• Safe Communities
• Having evidence of positive impact
We work in partnership with communities,
government, private sector and civil
society to achieve our vision. Joint
learning is fostered.
One of VPUU’s key pillars refers to the
concept of preventing crime though good
environmental design. It is assumed
that positive changes in the physical
environment, in combination with social
and institutional crime prevention
programmes, ultimately lead to safer
communities.

‘‘

VPUU aims to
co-create safe
and sustainable
neighbourhoods to
improve the quality of
life for all residents.

‘‘

The Active Box
approach is embedded
in the VPUU strategy
of combining the
Safe Communities
model with building
Community Social
Capital while
promoting Lifelong
Learning.
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#getinvolved
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